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CS W3134: Data CS W3134: Data 
Structures in JavaStructures in Java

Lecture #18: TreesLecture #18: Trees
11/11/0411/11/04

Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh

AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#4 due todayHW#4 due today

15 minutes and counting15 minutes and counting……

HW#5 going out todayHW#5 going out today
II’’ll talk about it briefly after we finish treesll talk about it briefly after we finish trees

AgendaAgenda

Finish treesFinish trees
Start hashing if we have timeStart hashing if we have time
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Trees as arraysTrees as arrays

Array[0] is the rootArray[0] is the root
2*index+1 is the left child2*index+1 is the left child
2*index+2 is the right child2*index+2 is the right child
Parent of a node is, correspondingly, (indexParent of a node is, correspondingly, (index--1)/21)/2
Actually works surprisingly well, butActually works surprisingly well, but……

No unlimited growthNo unlimited growth
Inefficient use of memoryInefficient use of memory
Deletes are slowDeletes are slow

Expression treesExpression trees
Operators are root and intermediate nodes, Operators are root and intermediate nodes, 
operands are leaf nodesoperands are leaf nodes
To createTo create

Start with postfix expression and a stackStart with postfix expression and a stack
Operand: form unit tree with value and push onto Operand: form unit tree with value and push onto 
the stackthe stack
Operator: pop two things off of stack, combine Operator: pop two things off of stack, combine ““byby””
operator, push result on stackoperator, push result on stack

When done, one element on stackWhen done, one element on stack
What does What does inorderinorder, preorder, , preorder, postorderpostorder mean?mean?

Huffman treesHuffman trees

Goal: form trees that let us figure out short Goal: form trees that let us figure out short 
binary string prefixes for each letterbinary string prefixes for each letter

We can then represent each letter with fewer # of We can then represent each letter with fewer # of 
bitsbits
Ordinarily, each letter eats 8 or 16 bits (whatOrdinarily, each letter eats 8 or 16 bits (what’’s a bit?)s a bit?)

ProcedureProcedure
Create unit trees with each character and its Create unit trees with each character and its 
frequencyfrequency
Put all of these in a priority queue sorted by Put all of these in a priority queue sorted by 
frequencyfrequency
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Huffman trees (II)Huffman trees (II)

Procedure (contProcedure (cont’’d)d)
While thereWhile there’’s more than one element in the priority s more than one element in the priority 
queuequeue……

Pull off two elementsPull off two elements
Combine them with a Combine them with a ““blankblank”” parent node, whose parent node, whose 
frequency is the sum of the two childrenfrequency is the sum of the two children
Push back onto priority queuePush back onto priority queue

When priority queue has one element, pop it; thatWhen priority queue has one element, pop it; that’’s s 
the Huffman treethe Huffman tree

Navigating the treeNavigating the tree
Left == 0, Right == 1Left == 0, Right == 1

Dictionary, set modelsDictionary, set models

Many applications are interested in keeping a 2Many applications are interested in keeping a 2--
tuple (coordinate pair) of datatuple (coordinate pair) of data

(key, value), i.e., index maps to data(key, value), i.e., index maps to data

For example,For example,
(Dictionary, definition) (Dictionary, definition) –– this is why itthis is why it’’s called a s called a 
““dictionarydictionary”” structurestructure
(SSN, Employee Record)(SSN, Employee Record)

Also called Also called MapMap modelmodel

Dictionary, set models (II)Dictionary, set models (II)

Alternative: Alternative: setset data modeldata model
Does it exist, or does it not?Does it exist, or does it not?

Trees support bothTrees support both
Trees can Trees can indexindex dictionaries for fast lookupdictionaries for fast lookup

BookBook’’s tree code uses this models tree code uses this model
LetLet’’s take a quick look at its take a quick look at it

Next data structure (hash table) will support Next data structure (hash table) will support 
even faster dictionary/set operationseven faster dictionary/set operations
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Dealing with duplicatesDealing with duplicates

Especially common with dictionariesEspecially common with dictionaries
Example: given a last name, return all matching Example: given a last name, return all matching 
people in the databasepeople in the database
To do this, make the value/data node a List To do this, make the value/data node a List 
instead of just one data elementinstead of just one data element
Need to check for equality in insert/find/delete Need to check for equality in insert/find/delete 
in addition to inequalitiesin addition to inequalities

HW#5 programmingHW#5 programming

Email search capabilityEmail search capability
How?How?

Read Read mboxmbox mail formatmail format
Generate an Generate an EmailHeaderEmailHeader objectobject
Create a tree indexed (keyed) by each body word, Create a tree indexed (keyed) by each body word, 
linking to linking to EmailHeaderEmailHeader objectobject

LetLet’’s draw a pictures draw a picture
Surprisingly straightforward to doSurprisingly straightforward to do

Quick reviewQuick review

WeWe’’ve learnedve learned……
Array ListsArray Lists
Linked ListsLinked Lists
StacksStacks
QueuesQueues
TreesTrees

Various performance metrics?Various performance metrics?
We can do better on a number of them!We can do better on a number of them!
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Hash TableHash Table

Believe it or not, we can build a data structure Believe it or not, we can build a data structure 
that has O(1) performance for insert, search, that has O(1) performance for insert, search, 
removeremove
Several disadvantagesSeveral disadvantages

ArrayArray--based, so sometimes difficult to expandbased, so sometimes difficult to expand
Performance can suffer based on various parametersPerformance can suffer based on various parameters
CanCan’’t visit items in ordert visit items in order

Keys?Keys?

In general, we want to make lookup by keys very In general, we want to make lookup by keys very 
fastfast
In an array, the In an array, the index numberindex number is the keyis the key

Not useful as a Not useful as a ““realreal”” key, as this number may key, as this number may 
changechange
But numbers are very fast.But numbers are very fast.

OK, so how do we use a OK, so how do we use a ““wordword”” as a key?as a key?
We convert it to a number somehowWe convert it to a number somehow

HereHere’’s a simple ones a simple one……

Take the numeric value of all the lettersTake the numeric value of all the letters
a = 1, b = 2, a = 1, b = 2, …… , z = 26, z = 26
Add them togetherAdd them together
Put the word in that cellPut the word in that cell

cats == 43cats == 43

How well would this work?How well would this work?
WhatWhat’’s the minimum value?s the minimum value?
WhatWhat’’s the maximum value for a 10s the maximum value for a 10--letter word?letter word?
How many words could be in between?How many words could be in between?
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Next timeNext time

HashingHashing


